
 

 

Cristo   Rey   Atlanta   Jesuit   High   School   Course   Description  

English  

 

Course   number  Course   Name  Course   Description  

EnR09  English   Test   Prep   9  English   Test   Prep   9   covers   basic   grammatical   structures   and   introduces  
students   to   standardized   test   strategies   that   will   help   with   earning  
acceptances   to   and   scholarships   for   college.  

Eng09  English   9  In   collaboration   with   English   Test   Prep,   English   9   bridges   the   gap   between  
students’   prior   work   and   the   demands   of   a   college-prep   high   school  
curriculum.    Short   works   of   fiction   and   nonfiction   are   studied,   as   are   1-3  
longer   literary   works.    Writing   instruction   starts   with   the   composition   of  
well-structured   paragraphs   and   eventually   moves   to   an   introduction   of   the  
five-paragraph   essay   format.    The   course   includes   grammar   if   Test   Prep  
cannot   sufficiently   cover   what   is   needed,   and   students   study   vocabulary  
as   well.  

Eng10  English   10  Students   read   selected   short   works   of   fiction   and   nonfiction   as   well   as   1-3  
longer   literary   works;   selections   are   typically   less   complex   than   those  
studied   in   the   Honors   course.    Students   improve   their   capacity   to   write  
well-structured   paragraphs   and   essays,   and   they   expand   their  
competence   in   grammar   and   vocabulary   as   well.    Coverage   of   basic  
research   techniques   (including   MLA   citation)   and   plagiarism   avoidance   is  
also   included.  

Students   moving   from   English   10   to   AP   Language   in   their   junior   year  
should   speak   to   the   10th   grade   English   teacher   to   become   informed   of  
rhetorical   concepts   that   are   covered   in   Honors   and   may   be   needed   for   AP.  

Eng10H  Honors   English   10  Students   prepare   for   the   reading   demands   of   AP   courses   through   the  
study   of   short   works   of   fiction   and   nonfiction   as   well   as   1-3   longer   literary  
works.    Writing   instruction   focuses   on   mastering   paragraph   and   essay  
structures   that   students   will   need   in   higher-level   courses.    As   further  
preparation   for   later   English   courses,   students   learn   selected   literary   and  
rhetorical   devices.    Grammar   and   vocabulary   instruction,   as   well   as  
coverage   of   basic   research   techniques   (including   MLA   citation)    and  
plagiarism   avoidance,   is   also   included.  

Eng11  English   11  English   11   primarily   covers   texts   from   the   United   States   with   an   emphasis  
on   excerpts   of   fiction   and   nonfiction.    Additionally,   students   master  
foundational   writing   elements   such   as   argumentative   thesis   writing   and  
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essay   structures   to   form   a   strong   foundation   for   completing   timed   essays  
during   senior   year.   Compositions   will   include   but,   depending   on   student  
needs,   may   not   be   limited   to   argumentative   essays.    Grammar   and  
vocabulary   instruction   are   also   included   in   this   course,   as   are   1-3   longer  
literary   works.    MLA   citation   techniques   are   also   reviewed.  

Students   enrolled   in   this   course   may   receive   approval   to   take   AP  
Literature   in   their   senior   year.  

Eng11A  AP   English   Language  AP   Language   prepares   students   for   the   College   Board’s   AP   English  
Language   and   Composition   exam.    Students   focus   primarily   on   works   of  
nonfiction,   with   emphasis   on   rhetorical   analysis,   argumentation,   and  
synthesis   of   sources.    Through   selected   composition   assignments,  
students   develop   the   rhetorical   effectiveness   of   their   writing.    Additionally,  
topics   in   grammar   will   appear   in   this   course   if   needed,   and   students   study  
vocabulary   as   well.    Readings   typically   originate   from   the   United   States  
and   may   include   longer   works   of   literature   or   nonfiction.    MLA   citation  
techniques   are   also   reviewed.  

Eng12  English   12  English   12   covers   world   literature   with   a   focus   on   novels,   plays,   and   a  
book-length   work   of   literary   nonfiction.    Texts   covered   in   this   course   are  
typically   less   difficult   than   those   covered   in   AP   Literature,   and   the  
near-nightly   reading   assignments   tend   to   be   shorter.    In   addition,   the  
course   covers   roughly   a   dozen   chapters   of   grammar   from   a   college-level  
textbook.    Writing   tasks   focus   almost   exclusively   on   timed   assignments,  
and   students   study   vocabulary   as   well.  

Eng12A  AP   Literature  AP   Literature   prepares   students   for   the   College   Board’s   AP   English  
Literature   and   Composition   exam.    Students   increase   their   skills   in  
analyzing   complex   novels,   plays,   and   poems   from   around   the   world,   but  
with   some   emphasis   given   to   British   texts.    Many   essays   focus   on  
improving   students’   timed   writing   skills,   though   students   compose   typed  
essays   as   well.    Coverage   of   vocabulary   (including   poetic   devices)   is   also  
included,   and   reading   homework   is   assigned   on   a   near-nightly   basis.   
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Mathematics  

 

Course   number  Course   Name  Course   Description  

MtR09S  Math   Test   Prep   9  Test   Prep   is   the   study   of   the   SAT   and   ACT   standardized   tests   and   the  
information   that   they   cover.   Students   will   develop   and   practice  
foundational   math   techniques.  

Mth09S  Geometry  Geometry   is   the   study   of   size,   shape,   and   position   of   two   dimensional   and  
three-dimensional   figures.   This   one-year   course   is   divided   into   four   units  
where   students   will   develop   and   practice   problem   solving   skills   using  
inductive   and   deductive   reasoning.   These   units   explore   two   and  
three-dimensional   shapes   (points,   lines,   planes,   triangles,   polygons,   and  
volumes)   while   examining   their   properties,   measurement,   and   mutual  
relations   in   space.   Goals   of   the   course   include   improvement   in   logical  
thinking   skills   and   a   deeper   appreciation   of   mathematical   structure.  

Mth10R  Algebra   2  Algebra   2   is   designed   to   build   on   the   foundational   knowledge   acquired   in  
Algebra   1   and   Geometry.   Cristo   Rey   Network   Benchmarks   are   taught  
throughout   the   course.   Concepts   include   but   are   not   limited   to   equations,  
functions,   quadratics,   radicals,   polynomials,   exponentials,   logarithms,   and  
rationals.   All   material   will   also   be   relevant   to   ACT   and   SAT   math   content,  
preparing   students   to   excel   on   those   exams.   

Mth11  Honors   Algebra   2  Honors   Algebra   2   is   designed   to   build   on   the   foundational   knowledge  
acquired   in   Algebra   1   and   Geometry.   Concepts   include   but   are   not   limited  
to   equations,   inequalities,   functions,   quadratics,   radicals,   polynomials,  
exponentials,   logarithms,   and   rationals.   All   material   will   also   be   relevant   to  
ACT   and   SAT   math   content,   preparing   students   to   excel   on   those   tests.  
Honors   Algebra   2   will   serve   as   a   bridge   into   Calculus   or   AP   Calculus   for  
senior   level   math.  

Mth12S  Pre   Calculus  PreCalculus   is   designed   to   build   on   the   foundational   knowledge   acquired  
in   Algebra   1,   Geometry,   and   Algebra   2.   Concepts   include   but   are   not  
limited   to   equations,   inequalities,   functions,   polynomials,   rationals,  
exponentials,   logarithms,   imaginary   and   complex   numbers,   and  
trigonometry.   All   material   will   also   be   relevant   to   ACT   and   SAT   math  
content,   preparing   students   to   excel   on   those   tests.   PreCalculus   will   serve  
as   a   bridge   into   AP   Calculus   for   senior   level   math.  

Mth12  Calculus  Calculus   is   designed   to   introduce   students   to   the   three   main   concepts   of  
Calculus   (limits,   derivatives,   integrals)   with   a   multi-representative  
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approach   where   concepts,   results,   and   problems   are   expressed  
graphically,   numerically,   analytically,   and   verbally.   This   course   is   intended  
to   set   students   up   for   success   in   a   college-level   Calculus   class.   

Mth12H  AP   Calculus   AB  AP   Calculus   is   designed   to   cover   all   Calculus   AB   topics   mandated   by   the  
AP   Calculus   Course   and   Exam   Description .   The   course   emphasizes   a  
multi-representational   approach   to   calculus,   with   concepts,   results,   and  
problems   being   expressed   graphically,   numerically,   analytically   and  
verbally.   The   connections   between   these   representations   are   also  
important.   The   course   is   intended   to   be   challenging   and   demanding.  
Broad   concepts   and   widely   applicable   methods   are   emphasized.     The  
Mathematical   Practices   for   AP   Calculus   (MPACs)    enable   students   to  
establish   mathematical   lines   of   reasoning   and   use   them   to   apply  
mathematical   concepts   and   tools   to   solve   problems:   These   practices   will  
be   embedded   in   our   study   of   calculus.   
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Science  

 

Course   number  Course   Name  Course   Description  

Sci09  Biology  Biology   is   an   introduction   to   the   basics   of   life,   including   the   scientific  
method,   taxonomy,   cell   biology,   reproduction,   genetics,   ecology,   and  
evolution.   Students   maintain   an   interactive   notebook   to   structure   their  
learning   experience.   Labs   enable   them   to   further   understand   and   apply  
the   concepts   they   learn   in   class.   This   course   also   seeks   to   improve  
students’   study   habits,   organization,   note-taking,   communication,   and  
writing.  

Sci10  Chemistry  Chemistry   is   an   introductory   chemistry   course   for   students   in   a   college  
preparatory   program.   Students   develop   their   understanding   of   chemical  
principles   and   concepts   using   lecture,   demonstrations,   experimentation,  
observations,   and   activities   (both   individual   and   group).   The   scope   of   the  
chemistry   class   teaches   the   sophomore   students   that   chemistry   is   the  
study   of   matter,   its   properties,   how   substances   combine   or   separate   to  
form   new   substances,   and   how   substances   interact   with   energy.   

Sci11A  AP   Environmental  
Science  

The   AP   Environmental   Science    course   is   designed   to   be   the   equivalent   of  
a   one-semester,   introductory   college   course   in   environmental   science.  
The   goal   of   this   interdisciplinary   course   is   to   provide   students   with   the  
scientific   principles,   concepts,   and   methodologies   required   to   understand  
the   interrelationships   of   the   natural   world.   The   course   helps   students   to  
identify   and   analyze   environmental   problems   both   natural   and  
human-induce.   It   enables   them   to   learn   how   to   assess   the   risks  
associated   with   these   problems   and   to   evaluate   alternative   solutions   for  
resolving   or   preventing   them.    To   accomplish   this   goal   the   course   defines  
concepts,   skills,   and   understandings   required   by   representative   colleges  
and   universities   for   granting   college   credit   and   placement.  

Sci12  Physics  Physics   is   an   introductory   course   that   challenges   students   to   understand,  
and   in   many   cases   quantify,   how   energy   presents   itself   in   the   world  
around   them.   This   is   done   through   lab   experiences,   lab-write   ups,  
theoretical   practice,   and   discussions.   Topics   include:   motion,   power,  
waves,   and   circuits.  

Sci12H  Honors   Physics  Honors   Physics   is   an   introductory   course   that   challenges   students   to  
understand,   and   in   many   cases   quantify,   how   energy   presents   itself   in   the  
world   around   them.   This   is   done   through   lab   experiences,   lab-write   ups,  
theoretical   practice,   and   discussions.   Topics   include:   motion,   power,  
waves,   and   circuits.   Honors   Physics   is   unique   in   that   students   are  
expected   to   create   something   new   with   the   tools   given   to   them   and   must  
figure   out   how   information   discussed   in   class   could   apply   to   a   new  
situation   or   determine   how   two   or   more   concepts   fit   together.   Students   are  
encouraged   to   extend   their   understanding   of   subject   material   in   a   variety  
of   ways   including   answering   challenge   questions   or   discussing   the  
relevance   and   application   of   lab   data   in   a   real   life   situation.   
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Social   Sciences  

 

Course   number  Course   Name  Course   Description  

SS09  Human   Geography  This   course   aims   to   introduce   students   to   the   basic   concepts   of   human  
geography   and   to   provide   a   geographic   framework   for   the   analysis   of  
historical   and   current   world   problems.   The   course   strives   to   introduce  
students   to   the   systematic   study   of   patterns   and   processes   that   have  
helped   shape   human   understanding,   as   well   as   the   use   and   alteration   of  
the   Earth’s   surface.   The   course   develops   the   ability   to   ask   geographic  
questions,   to   acquire,   organize   and   analyze   geographic   information,   and  
finally,   answer   geographic   questions.    Students   employ   spatial   concepts  
and   landscape   analysis   to   analyze   human   social   organization   and   its  
environmental   consequences.   

SS10  World   History  This   course   is   designed   to   educate   students   about   events   and   moments   in  
world   history   that   have   shaped   the   world.   Through   the   examination   of   past  
events   students   will   have   a   clear   view   on   the   effect   on   current  
international   policies   and   relations   of   nations   around   the   world.    The   time  
period   covered   in   this   course   ranges   from   the   emergence   of   first  
civilizations   to   current   events   around   the   world.  
 

SS10A  AP   World   History  In   AP   World   History:   Modern,   students   investigate   significant   events,  
individuals,   developments,   and   processes   from   1200   to   the   present.  
Students   develop   and   use   the   same   skills,   practices,   and   methods  
employed   by   historians:   analyzing   primary   and   secondary   sources;  
developing   historical   arguments;   making   historical   connections;   and  
utilizing   reasoning   about   comparison,   causation,   and   continuity   and  
change   over   time.   The   course   provides   six   themes   that   students   explore  
throughout   the   course   in   order   to   make   connections   among   historical  
developments   in   different   times   and   places:   humans   and   the   environment,  
cultural   developments   and   interactions,   governance,   economic   systems,  
social   interactions   and   organization,   and   technology   and   innovation.  

SS11  US   History  This   course   is   a   basic   survey   of   United   States   History   from   the  
pre-Columbian   era   to   the   present.   Students   in   this   course   will   analyze   and  
then   draw   conclusions   as   to   why   certain   American   historical   events  
happened   and   how   these   events   still   influence   our   society   today.  

SS11A  AP   US   History  AP   US   History   is   a   challenging   course   that   is   meant   to   be   the   equivalent  
of   a   freshman   college   course   and   can   earn   students   college   credit.   It   is   a  
two-semester   survey   of   American   History   from   the   pre-Columbian   era   to  
the   present   emphasizing   the   development   and   changing   nature   of  
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American   Society.    It   is   in   some   ways   more   difficult   than   a   college   course  
in   that   our   examination   of   American   History   must   be   finished   more   than   a  
month   before   the   end   of   the   school   year   and   culminates   in   a   rigorous,  
nationally   administered   exam.   

SS12  Economics  This   course   will   provide   students   with   a   better   understanding   of   both  
microeconomics   and   macroeconomics.   You   will   be   introduced   to   basic  
economic   systems   and   concepts   and   will   gain   an   understanding   of   how   to  
become   more   knowledgeable   consumers   and   citizens   through   discussion  
of   current   events   and   economic   issues.  

SS12G  Government  This   course   is   designed   as   a   basis   of   study   about   how   the   American  
political   system   works.   There   is   an   extensive   examination   of   the  
Constitution   as   well   as   of   the   legislative,   executive,   and   judicial   branches  
of   government.   Citizenship   rights   and   responsibilities   are   emphasized,  
and   the   policy-making   process   is   explored   in   depth.   The   students   examine  
how   a   government   is   the   resolution   of   conflicts   in   a   way   that   enhances   a  
nation's   values   and   purposes.  
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Languages  

 

Course   number  Course   Name  Course   Description  

LngS9  Spanish   I  Spanish   I   is   a   broad-based   course   designed   to   introduce   the   student   to   all  
aspects   of   foreign   language   study.   Vocabulary   and   grammar,   reading   and  
writing,   listening   and   speaking   are   some   of   the   skills   included.   Daily  
classroom   experience   will   provide   oral   proficiency,   as   well   as   an  
appreciation   and   development   of   cultural   awareness   through   various  
readings,   media   resources,   and   authentic   materials.  

Lng10S  Spanish   II  
 
 
 

Students   advance   their   study   of   the   Spanish   Language   by   developing  
their   communicative   skills,   increasing   their   vocabulary,   and   studying   past  
tense   verb   forms   (preterite,   imperfect,   and   present   perfect).   They   continue  
to   practice   listening   to   and   understanding   the   spoken   word,   reading  
Spanish   texts,   and   using   the   language   to   orally   communicate   and   write  
about   a   variety   of   topics.  

Lng09  Latin   I  Students   start   their   study   of   Latin   by   reading   simple   Latin   texts,   studying  
basic   vocabulary   words,   and    learning   basic   Latin   grammar,   including   the  
first   three   declensions   of   nouns   and   present   tense   verb   forms   with  
imperatives   and   infinitives.   They   also   study   cultural   topics.  

Lng10  Latin   II  Students   advance   their   study   of   Latin   by   reading   more   complex   Latin  
texts,   expanding   their   vocabulary,   and   taking   a   close   look   at   the   way   Latin  
sentences   are   constructed.   They   study   pronouns,   the   remaining   two  
declension   of   nouns,   and   learn   to   read   and   understand   Latin   texts   written  
in   the   past   tense   (imperfect,   perfect,   and   pluperfect   tense).   Cultural   topics  
get   further   developed.  

Sci12C  AP   Seminar  Students   conduct   four   research   projects   involving   the   evaluation   of  
complex,   real-world   issues   through   multiple   points   of   view   and   resulting   in  
proposed   solutions.   These   projects   include   written   research   reports   and  
argumentative   presentations,   completed   both   individually   and   through  
collaborative   teams.    Students   improve   their   use   of   academic   databases,  
proper   research   techniques,   MLA   citation   skills,   and   relevant   computer  
applications..   Unlike   other   AP   courses,   Seminar   requires   the   submission  
of   two   projects   to   the   College   Board   plus   the   end-of-course   exam.   

 Honors   Seminar  Students   will   complete   one   individual   project   and   one   team   project   from  
AP   Seminar,   both   of   which   require   research   and   written   reports.     Students  
will   receive   additional   guidance   on   these   tasks,   and   the   restraints   that   the  
College   Board   imposes   on   AP   Seminar   students   will   not   apply.  
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Religious   Studies  

 

Course   number  Course   Name  Course   Description  

Rel09  Religious   Studies   9  Theology   9   is   a   course   aimed   at   providing   students   an   introductory  
understanding   of   the   beliefs,   practices   and   behaviors   of   the   Catholic  
faith,   as   well   as   identify   several   major   criteria   for   interpreting   and  
understanding   the   Sacred   Scriptures.   

Rel10  Theology   10  Theology   10   is   a   course   focused   on   Christology   and   Ecclesiology:    the   stu
of   the   person   and   mission   of   Jesus   Christ   (Christology)   in   relation   to  
Salvation   History;   and,   the   study   of   the   nature   and   mission   of   the   Church  
(Ecclesiology).    We   will   consider   how   Christ’s   ministry   and   our   own   ministr
as   Church   influence   our   lives   and   our   world.  

Rel11  Theology   11  Theology   11   encompasses   two   courses:   The   Fall   course   ,“Philosophical  
Theology   –   Finding   God   in   All   Things”,   adopts   an   academic   and   Ignatian  
perspective   so   as   to   address   the   question   as   to   what   is   meant   by   the  
term   “God”   and   what   is   means   to   say   that   God   exists.   The   Spring  
course,   “Moral   Theology”,   explores   the   basis   for   moral   decision-making  
and   applies   Catholic   teaching   and   ethical   theories   to   a   range   of   life   and  
death   issues   including   abortion,   the   death   penalty,   euthanasia,   suicide,  
war,   violence,   and   other   topical   issues   as   they   arise.   

 

Rel12  Theology   12  Theology   12   gives   students   the   opportunity   to   think   critically   about  
important   questions   of   faith,   religion,   God,   and   the   meaning   of   human  
life.    The   course   is   divided   into   two   parts:   World   Religions   and   Catholic  
Social   Teaching.    In   the   first   semester,   we   will   explore   the   debate   over  
the   existence   and   nature   of   God,   as   well   as   how   various   religions   have  
sought   to   explain   and   experience   God.    In   the   second   semester,   we   will  
study   the   Catholic   Church’s   teachings   on   the   economy,   environment,  
race,   criminal   justice,   immigration,   poverty,   abortion,   the   death   penalty,  
and   war.   
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Computers  

 

Course   number  Course   Name  Course   Description  

Sci09S  Computer   Science   9  This   introductory   course   focuses   on   business   computing   and   includes  
Microsoft   units   on   Excel   certification,   Word   certification,   and   PowerPoint  
certification.    After   successful   completion   of   each   unit,   the   student   will  
have   the   opportunity   to   take   the   Microsoft   Certification   Exam.  

Sci10S  Computer   Science   10  This   course   gives   the   student   an   overview   of   computer   science   and   its  
many   applications.    Units   include   EarSketch   (music),   Arduino  
(electronics),   Code.org   (basic   coding   in   Java),   and   PhotoShop   (graphics).  

Sci11S  Computer   Science   11  This   course   introduces   the   student   to   coding   using   both   Java   and   Python.  

Sci12R  Computer   Science   12  Computer   Science   12   offers   students   challenging   projects   in   web   design,  
cybersecurity,   and   programming   in   Java.    There   are   also   coding  
explorations   in   sports,   music,   and   art.  

Sci12H  AP   Computer   Science  AP   Computer   Science   A   introduces   students   to   computer   science   through  
programming.   Fundamental   topics   in   this   course   include   the   design   of  
solutions   to   problems,   the   use   of   data   structures   to   organize   large   sets   of  
data,   the   development   and   implementation   of   algorithms   to   process   data  
and   discover   new   information,   the   analysis   of   potential   solutions,   and   the  
ethical   and   social   implications   of   computing   systems.   The   course  
emphasizes   object-oriented   programming   and   design   using   the   Java  
programming   language.   AP   Computer   Science   A   is   equivalent   to   a  
first-semester,   college-level   course   in   computer   science.  
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Test   Preparation  

 

Course   number  Course   Name  Course   Description  

PEd09  Health09  Health   Science   is   designed   for   high   school   students   to   understand   the  
need   and   assume   the   responsibility   for   maintaining   a   healthy   lifestyle  
long-term.   Physical   fitness,   the   ability   to   carry   out   daily   tasks   with   vigor  
and   alertness,   is   one   component   of   positive   lifestyle   management.   The  
other   aspects   are   health   and   wellness.   

Test   Prep10  TestPrep10  Test   Prep   is   the   study   of   the   SAT   and   ACT   standardized   tests   and   the  
information   that   they   cover.   This   three-year   course   is   divided   into   two  
alternating   sections   of   Math   and   Reading/Writing.   Students   will   develop  
and   practice   both   foundational   and   test-specific   reading   techniques   and  
math   techniques.  

Test   Prep11  TestPrep11  Test   Prep   is   the   study   of   the   SAT   and   ACT   standardized   tests   and   the  
information   that   they   cover.   This   three-year   course   is   divided   into   two  
alternating   sections   of   Math   and   Reading/Writing.   Students   will   develop  
and   practice   both   foundational   and   test-specific   reading   techniques   and  
math   techniques.  

KFC12  KFC12  Knowledge   for   College   is   a   course   designed   for   students   to   learn   all  
aspects   of   the   college   admissions   process.   Students   begin   the   course   in  
grade   10   with   a   personal   exploration   of   careers   and   schools.   In   grade   11,  
they   identify   their   personal   college   list,complete   a   minimum   of   one   college  
essay,   and   begin   the   compilation   of   their   personal   portfolio.   In   grade   12,  
students   are   supported   through   the   college   admissions   process   with  
coaching   and   guidance   in   essay   writing,   understanding   financial   aid,   and  
scholarship   support.   

College   101  College   101  College   101   is   a   one   semester   course   that   discusses   the   culture   of  
college   life,   particularly   for   first-generation   students.   The   course   touches  
on   topics   of   socio-economic   and   ethnic   differences,   identity,  
imposter-syndrome,   and   resourcefulness   as   it   relates   to   attending   college.   
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Cristo   Rey   Atlanta   Jesuit   High   School   Course   Description  

Courses   from   previous   years  
Math  

Course   number  Course   Name  Course   Description  

 Algebra   I  Algebra   I   is   an   introduction   to   algebra   from   both   traditional   and   a  
graphical-based   approach.   This   course   is   designed   for   students   to   use  
the   language   of   algebra   --its   vocabulary,   symbols   and   reasoning--   to  
solve   problems   and   equations,   describe   relationships   and   patterns,  
analyze   data   and   apply   algebra   to   represent   real   life   situations.   Using  
algebraic,   numerical   and   graphical   representations,   students   will   come   to  
see   the   connection   between   abstract   and   concrete   ideas   building   a   solid  
algebraic   foundation   for   subsequent   mathematics   coursework.  

 Honors   Algebra   I  Algebra   1   is   an   in-depth   study   of   an   introduction   to   algebra   from   both   a  
traditional   and   a   graphics-based   approach.   Topics   include   solving   and  
graphing   linear   and   nonlinear   equations   and   inequalities,   solving   and  
graphing   systems   of   linear   equations   and   inequalities,   factoring  
polynomials,   and   simplifying   polynomial,   rational,   and   radical  
expressions.   Also   studied   are   quadratic   equations/functions,   rational  
expressions/functions,   radicals,   proportions   and   a   connection   to  
geometry.   A   graphics   calculator   is   required.  

 Algebra  
II/Trigonometry  

Algebra   2/Trigonometry   is   designed   for   students   who   are   preparing   to  
take   AP   Calculus.   The   course   is   focused   on   rigor,   real   life   application,  
critical   thinking,   fluency,   and   problem   solving.   Topics   include   absolute  
value   equations   and   inequalities;   systems   of   linear   equations   and  
inequalities;   quadratic   functions   and   factoring;   polynomials   and  
polynomial   functions;   rational   exponents   and   radical   functions;  
exponential   and   logarithmic   functions;   rational   functions;   data   analysis  
and   statistics;   sequences   and   series;   trigonometric   functions   and  
analytical   trigonometry;   conics   and   parametric   equations   and  
trigonometric   graphs;   and   matrices   and   systems   of   equations.   

 Algebra   I/Geometry  Algebra   I/Geometry   begins   with   the   final   quarter   of   a   traditional   Algebra   1  
class.    In   Algebra   1   students   will   use   the   language   of   algebra   --its  
vocabulary,   symbols,   and   reasoning--   to   solve   problems   and   equations,  
describe   relationships   and   patterns,   analyze   data   and   apply   algebra   to  
represent   real   life   situations.   
Following   the   study   of   Algebra   1,   students   will   proceed   to   cover   the  
equivalent   of   one   year   of   Geometry   in   the   remaining   three   quarters   of   the  
year.    Geometry   is   the   study   of   size,   shape,   and   position   of   two-   and  
three-dimensional   figures.    Students    will   explore   two-   and  
three-dimensional   shapes   (points,   lines,   planes,   triangles,   polygons,   and  
solids)   while   examining   their   properties,   measurement,   and   mutual  
relations   in   space.   Geometric   proofs   are   used   in   the   study   of   triangles.  
Goals   of   the   course   include   improvement   in   logical   thinking   skills   and   a  
deeper   appreciation   of   mathematical   structure.  
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Languages  
Course   number  Course   Name  Course   Description  

 Latin   III  Latin   III   -   reviews   grammatical   concepts;   conversational,   reading,   and  
writing.   Not   required   by   the   University   System   of   Georgia   colleges   and  
universities.   However,   taking   a   third   year   of   foreign   language   gives  
students   a   higher   advantage   for   some   colleges   because   it   shows   that  
they   have   challenged   themselves.   

 Spanish   III  Spanish   3   is   a   course   designed   to   introduce   the   student   to   all   aspects   of  
foreign   language   study.   Grammar,   reading,   writing,   speaking,   and  
listening   skills   are   included.   Cultural   information   is   provided   and   taught  
throughout   the   duration   of   the   course.   Students   will   do   research   on  
various   cultural   topics.   This   is   achieved   by   groups,   partners   and  
individual   practice   dependent   on   the   subject.   Emphasis   is   placed   on  
conversation,   vocabulary   and   correct   usage   of   the   language.   Correct  
pronunciation   and   oral   proficiency   are   primary   goals.   This   requires   a  
daily   emphasis   on   listening,   writing   and   speaking.    The   classroom  
experience   will   provide   an   appreciation   and   development   of   cultural  
awareness   through   various   readings,   media   resources   and   authentic  
materials.  
 

 Spanish   Heritage   I  Students   will   demonstrate   appropriate   communicative   skills   in   the   target  
language   based   on   writing,   speaking,   reading,   and   listening   using  
cultural   materials   with   and   without   guided   resources.   They   will  
demonstrate   a   better   understanding   of   grammatical   usage   through  
formal   and   informal   writings.   They   will   improve   upon   their   speaking  
abilities   by   conducting   formal   and   informal   conversations   based   upon  
culture   and   new   vocabulary.   They   will   demonstrate   the   ability   to  
comprehend   basic   readings   based   on   history   and   culture.  
 

 Spanish   Heritage   II  Heritage   II   for   Spanish   Speakers   provides   instruction   directed   at  
student’s   continued   development   of   existing   competencies   in   the  
Spanish   language.   Students   will   acquire   skills   that   range   from   learning  
grammar   and   spelling,   and   developing   specialized   vocabulary   through  
the   study   of   other   disciplines,   to   interpretation   and   analysis   of   different  
literary   genres.   Also   students   will   increase   their   awareness   and  
appreciation   of   different   Hispanic   cultures.   Students   will   compare   and  
contrast   language   functions   between   Spanish   and   English   and   enhance  
their   language   skills   in   both   languages.   Spanish   is   used   exclusively   in  
the   classroom.  
Upon   completion   of   this   course,   students   are   expected   to   confidently  
understand,   read,   write   and   speak   Spanish   with   an   increased  
vocabulary   and   general   knowledge   of   other   disciplines.   They   will  
increase   their   reading   skills   through   interpretation   and   analysis   of  
different   literary   genres   from   Spain,   Latin   America   and   the   United  
States.   They   will   increase   their   writing   skills   by   writing   personal   essays,  
noun   poems,   expository   compositions,   and   descriptive   essays   while  
continuing   to   develop   skills   in   the   correct   use   of   grammar,   spelling,  
punctuation,   and   capitalization.  
 

 Spanish   Heritage   III  Heritage   III   builds   on   the   skills   learned   in   Heritage   I   and   II   and   provides  
an   opportunity   to   master   the   target   language.   Through   complex  
vocabulary,   grammar,   syntax   of   the   language,   and   proper   pronunciation,  
students   will   continue   to   develop   language   acquisition   skills.   In   addition,  
students   will   engage   in   critical   analysis   of   literature   from   various  
Spanish-speaking   countries.   Students   at   this   level   will   develop   a  
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multifaceted   understanding   of   the   culture   and   countries   where   the  
language   is   spoken.   A   variety   of   materials   and   strategies   will   be   used   in  
this   class   to   provide   students   the   opportunity   to   reach   their   full   learning  
potential.   In   Heritage   3,   students   will   cultivate   skills   for   continued   study  
at   the   collegiate   level.  
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